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Misconception Busting Resources
By Dr. Kimberly Marshall
Misconception #1: Native People are History

Reclaiming Native Truth: A Project to Dispel America’s Myths and Misconceptions
Watch Video: Why Narrative Change https://rnt.firstnations.org/
Other Ally resources available on this website.
Destabilize this narrative by pointing out: it simply isn’t true. Over 550 federally recognized tribes still
exist. Over 175 Native Languages are still spoken in homes across this country. Native cultures are
vibrantly alive, and Native people are actively planning for their futures and their children’s futures.

Misconception #2: Native People are One Culture

Is it better to say “Native American” than “Indian”? Reject the question.
The best answer is to be as specific as possible, like the name of tribal citizenship. Aka: Crystal Eco-Hawk
(Pawnee). So ask for tribal affiliation or citizenship. Native people know to whom they belong.
Also, remember that grouping terms should always emphasize plurality. So there’s no such thing as
“Native American culture” or “Native American language.” There are many Native cultures (plural) and
Native languages (plural).
Finally, different identifying terms have different connotations. Here are a few:
Native American = a bit more formal than Indian, used in academic speak
American Indian = sounds old-fashioned
Indian = Used casually and among communities (“Indian Country”). Enshrined in the US legal code
(“Indian Law”). A major Native-news resource is called “Indian Country Today”
https://indiancountrytoday.com/
First Nations = More Canadian/Pacific Northwest
Indigenous = typically referring to a global community (beyond North America)
The only REALLY offensive term is R***skins.
More Resources:
Language Families in Native North America
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classification_of_indigenous_languages_of_the_Americas#/media/File:La
ngs_N.Amer.png
Culture Areas in Native North America
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Native_American_cultures_in_the_United_States#/media/File:North_Am
erican_cultural_areas.png

In Focus: Tecumseh
Tecumseh (Shawnee) knew about the cultural diversity of Native North
America, and he knew that the United States was using this diversity to
take land from Native people. In the early 1800s, he formed a Native
American Confederacy to hold back the settler tide around the Ohio river.
“A single twig breaks, but a bundle of twigs is strong.”
The grand narrative of American expansion is that Native people were
outgunned by a superior military force. But in actuality, US agents playing
tribes against each other facilitated westward expansion more than
military victories. Understanding this complexity helps to destabilize the
(false) western hero narrative.
The tragedy of Tecumseh’s story isn’t that he was outgunned by the US.
It’s that he wasn’t able to convince the diverse tribes to unite against
them. If he had been, he might really have stopped US expansion at the
Ohio River… maybe for a very long time.
Learn more about one of the most important historical figures in
American history: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tecumseh

Misconception #3: Native People were “Primitive”

A canoe is less sophisticated than a paddle boat or ocean liner. But is it better than dredging up the
Columbia to allow for ocean passage? What compounding problems have we created?
Learn more about the American response to the incorrect perception that Native cultures were inferior.
Boarding Schools:
Indian Boarding Schools' Traumatic Legacy, And The Fight To Get Native Ancestors Back
NPR’s Code Switch, August 28, 2021
https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2021/08/28/1031398120/native-boarding-schoolsrepatriation-remains-carlisle
Carlisle Repatriation Project:
https://carlisleindianschoolproject.com/
In Focus: Winona LaDuke
Winona LaDuke (White Earth Ojibwe) is a rural development economist
and Indigenous land rights activist, and is currently program director for
Honor the Earth. She has been an Indigenous activist for decades and is
well-known for her ecological advocacy.
In particular, she focuses on the problems introduced by Western
(“superior”) technology: climate change, fossil fuels, and genetically
engineered and patented seeds.

I recommend you read everything she’s ever written, but if you want to
you can start with her TED talks:
Seeds of Our Ancestors, Seeds of Life (2012):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHNlel72eQc
Minobimaatisiiwin – The Good Life (2014):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPJ3nrsCcrE
And this lecture for the Rubin Museum (2019) is pretty good too,
especially 26:52 – 28:17.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDo-KtOKYZE

Misconception #4: Native People were “Savages” (Scary Version)

Remember that this is a self-serving narrative that settlers tell ourselves, and that we’ve spent a century
repeatedly telling ourselves this story through sports-team mascots.
Destabilize it by asking yourself: what did wild west towns look like to Native families? Westward
expansion was the stealing of land- what would you do if people showed up and started using up all the
resources and acting dangerously around your children? Center native families and family values in that
story and you begin to see the “Indian Warrior” differently.
In Focus: Dallas Goldtooth
Dallas Goldtooth (Dakota and Diné) is a modern Indigenous
Warrior. Warriors take care of their communities, and Goldtooth
does that as a globally recognized activist and founder of the
Indigenous Environmental Network. He is a leader in a new
generation of media-savvy Indigenous youth who use social media
to tell stories and advocate for indigenous communities. Goldtooth
travels across the US meeting with communities impacted by fossil
fuel and pipeline development projects and is a non-violent direct
action trainer. He was one of the lead Water Protectors at the
Standing Rock protest fighting the Dakota Access Pipeline.
He also fights harmful stereotypes about native people through
laughter: he is the co-founder of the influential Native comedy
group The 1491s, and features in a hilarious warrior role on Hulu
FX’s new series Reservation Dogs, directed by Sterlin Harjo
(Seminole/Muscogee Creek).
The 1491’s: https://www.youtube.com/user/the1491s/videos
Reservation Dogs: https://www.hulu.com/series/reservation-dogs5a310c23-e2db-4c9f-a66c-27c2fee43d92

Misconception #5: Native people were “Savages” (Romantic Version)

Remember that this is also a self-serving narrative that settlers tell ourselves. It comes from our
romanticist backlash to the Industrial Revolution and paints Natives as our “opposite” – spiritual where
we are materialistic, in touch with nature where we are industrial. It oversimplifies and dichotomizes in
a self-serving way. It also encourages toxic paternalism (like Disney’s Pocohontas, Avatar) – as if (like the
earth) Native people are too simple to save themselves.
Best way out is to focus on Responsibilities over Rights. Try to think of the earth not like an object, but
as part of a linked chain of reciprocal obligations.
To learn more, read:
Kimmerer, Robin Wall. 2020. Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the
Teachings of Plants. Milkweed Editions.
https://www.amazon.com/Braiding-Sweetgrass-Indigenous-ScientificKnowledge/dp/1571311777/ref=tmm_hrd_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1633982434&sr=8-1
She also recently gave a great lecture on Responsibilities over Rights for Oregon Humanities:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtBarogsj5E
In Focus: Vine Deloria, Jr.
Vine Deloria, Jr. (Standing Rock Sioux), was an author,
theologican, and activist. He was a professor at the University of
Arizona and UC Boulder and a transformational Native
intellectual.
Deloria advocated specifically for understanding that the
relationship between the people and the land (including all nonhuman actors on the land) is at the center of Native personhood,
nationhood, and spirituality. He strongly argued that we must all
deconstruct a Western “philosophy of rights” to the land and reinstitute an Indigenous “philosophy of responsibilities” to the
land if we intended to preserve our planet.
His influential books include:
For This Land: Writings on Religion in America (1998)
Custer Died for Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto (1988)
God is Red: A Native View of Religion (1972)

Misconception #6: Native People are a “Vanishing Race”

Again, remember that this is a self-serving settler narrative (maybe the most self-serving one). If we can
convince ourselves that no Indians (or at least no “real” Indians) have claim to our settled land, then we
can occupy it guilt-free. That today’s America was a divinely-ordained “Manifest Destiny.” For this
reason it is one of the most pervasive misconceptions: it is at the basis of Native mascots, Halloween
costumes, Western movies, Disney cartoons, Thanksgiving mythology, etc, etc, etc. And it is a sneaky

catch-22. It claims that Native people no longer “really” exist because Native people today don’t
live/dress/eat/hunt like they did in 1850, even though neither do we.
This misconception has real consequences. It led to Land Allotment in the 1880s-early 1900s, the Urban
Relocation program in the 1940s-50s, and Tribal Terminations in the 1950s-60. Learn more about each
of these US Policies that aimed to make the myth of the “vanishing race” a reality, below.
And always remember to destabilize this assumption. The real story of Native People over the past 200
years isn’t how they disappeared because of the “inevitability of progress.” The real story one of
relentless resilience in the face of persistent settler efforts to erase them from America’s present story.
-Land Allotment: https://www.thegreatcoursesdaily.com/how-the-allotment-act-dismantled-americanindian-kinship-systems/
-Urban Relocation: https://www.apmreports.org/episode/2019/11/01/uprooted-the-1950s-plan-toerase-indian-country
-Tribal Termination:
Louise Erdrich’s novel “The Night Watchman”
And listen to her interview on Fresh Air: https://www.npr.org/2021/04/16/988092056/native-peopleslong-brutal-fight-for-survival
In Focus: John Trudell
John Trudell (Santee Sioux) was a famous poet, musician, and
Indigenous political activist. He became famous as the spokesman
for the Occupation of Alcatraz Island (1968-71) and was an early
Chairman of the AIM Red-Power movement.
After his wife, children, and mother-in-law (at Duck Valley) were
killed in a mysterious fire (the day after he burned a US Flag on
the steps of the Capitol in Washington DC), Trudell left political
activism and turned to poetry and song. He never abandoned his
message that “We are the human beings” and that we need to
remember our common humanity.
To learn more about John Trudell:
Watch the Documentary: Trudell (directed by BSU professor
Heather Rae) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlcmTeCcbME
Read his lyrics/poetry:
Lines from a Mined Mind: The Words of John Trudell (2008)

Part 2: Social Justice Frameworks
Social Justice Frameworks for Understanding Poverty and Addiction

Is poverty rampant on Indian Reservations? Yes. Is addiction a pervasive problem in Indian
communities? Yes, along with every other social problem that accompanies poverty: shorter lifespan,
diabetes, high murder and suicide rate. Those facts are documented and undeniable. But what we do
with this information is equally important. If you understand the history of racism and land
dispossession, you cannot easily blame individuals. If you understand boarding schools and broken
treaties, you cannot lay blame at the feet of communities. And if your first instinct is to “save” – then
you need to pump the brakes. Every bad policy that has ever plagued Native American communities was
dreamed up by well-meaning white people. So what is a better, social-justice based, course of action?
1) Be Aware of “Vanishing Indian” Misconceptions
*Remember that these are self-serving
2) Look to Systems not Individuals
*Educate yourself about Allotment, Boarding Schools, Relocation and Termination
*Educate yourself about Generational Trauma
3) Be on the lookout for counter-examples of Indigenous Resilience and Indigenous Joy

In Focus: Indigenous Resilience and Indigenous Joy

Joy Harjo (Muscogee Creek)
3 term Poet Laureate of the United States
https://www.joyharjo.com/

Bethany Yellowtail (Northern Cheyenne/Crow)
Fashion Designer and Community Organizer
https://byellowtail.com/

Steven Paul Judd (Kiowa/Choctaw)
Indigenous Pop Artist
https://www.thentvs.com/steven-paul-judd

Sterlin Harjo (Seminole/Muscogee Creek)
Film Director (+Reservation Dogs)
http://www.sterlinharjo.com/

Jamie Okuma (Luseño/Shoshone-Bannock)
Fashion Designer
https://www.jokuma.com/

A Tribe Called Red/ HaluciNation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cj3U0z64_m4

Supaman (Apsáalooke-Crow)
Rapper/ Musician
https://www.supamanhiphop.net/
Louise Erdrich (Turtle Mountain Band Anishinaabe)
Author
Link to her Amazon Book Page

Social Justice Frameworks for Understanding Government Assistance

Ever herd the stereotype that Indians are lazy and just want government handouts? How do you
reframe that racist stereotype through a social justice lens?
1)Be Aware of the “Noble Savage” and “Erasing of Difference” Misconceptions.
Remember that each Tribe is a Sovereign Nation with its own history, culture, and relationship to the US
Federal Government.
2) Educate Yourself about Treaties
Each treaty with the US stipulated certain continuous obligations by the US in exchange for the land that
tribes were ceding. Often included in treaties were promises that the US would provide education,
healthcare, and continuous hunting/fishing rights in perpetuity. And remember that (as Vine Deloria, Jr.
used to have his law students research) the US has upheld its treaty obligations in exactly zero cases.
3) Look for counter-examples of Indigenous Brilliance

In Focus: Jim Thorpe
Jim Thorpe (Sac and Fox / 1887-1953) was one of
the greatest athletes of the first half of the 20th
century. He helped develop American Football at
Carlisle. He won gold medals at the 1912
Olympics. And he was famous for track, football,
baseball, and basketball.
You can hear more about his story on the 3-part
episode of the Podcast Stuff You Missed in
History Class from Nov 23, Nov 25, Nov 30, 2020.
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/stuffyou-missed-in-history-class/id283605519
Or you can read more about him:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Thorpe#AllAround_champion

Social Justice Frameworks for Understanding Casinos

Trying to understand how to think about Indian Casinos from a social justice perspective? Are they good
for tribes, or bad?
1) Understand that casinos are linked to Tribal Sovereignty
Tribes are not a US minority group. They are sovereign nations, and Native people are
citizens of sovereign nations. This sovereignty is enshrined in the US Legal Code and the
treaties the US made with each Native Nation (although it is inconvenient for settlers and the
US has tried to diminish and abolish tribal sovereignty several times). So remember that any
attack on casinos is an attack on tribal sovereignty.
2) Educate yourself about casino regulations
There is no more highly regulated private industry in the US. Before any per-capita payment
(share of the profits) can go out in checks to tribal citizens, the US has stipulated it must first:
Fund tribal government operations or programs; Provide for the general welfare of their
members; Promote tribal economic development; Donate to charitable organizations; and
help fund operations of local government agencies. States also get to negotiate a “gaming
compact” with tribes (essentially a share of the profits) in order to allow gaming in a state.
3) Look for examples of how casino prosperity fuels cultural prosperity: like in the Chickasaw
Cultural Center (Sulpher, OK) and the First Americans Museum (OKC)

In Focus: Chickasaw Cultural Center and First Americans Museum

Sulpher, Oklahoma
https://www.chickasawculturalcenter.com/

First Americans Museum, Oklahoma City
https://famok.org/

Social Justice Framework Take-home Message: The Native American Story is Not Optional
Knowledge

Dr. Marshall’s Non-Optional Native History
Never heard of something on this list? You’re not alone! A Native Non-profit recently found that
87% of schools don’t teach about Native People past 1900.
But Native history is American history and it didn’t end. Below are major historical periods and
events that I think every American should know. Don’t know about it? Look it up! Google and
Wikipedia are just fine as starting places. The point is to begin. – Dr. M
Big historical moves/eras since 1900
1778-1820s: Treaty Era
1820s-1850s: Removal era
Trail of Tears 1830s (1838)
1850s-1890s: Western Expansion/Indian
Wars/Reservation Era
Treaty of Fort Laramie 1868
Battle of the Greasy Grass 1876
Dawes Allotment Act 1887 (Land Run)
Massacre at Wounded Knee 1890
1890s-1934s: Allotment / Assimilation Era
Carlisle Indian Boarding School 1897-1918
Code of Indian Offenses 1883-1934
(Outlawed Native American religions)
1924: Indian Citizenship Act

1934-1953: Self-Government Era
1934: Indian Reorganization Act (tribal selfgovernment)
1953-1968: Termination Era
1952: Urban Indian Relocation Program
1953: Terminated Tribal Status for over 100
tribes
1968 – Present: Self-Determination Era
1969-1971: Occupation of Alcatraz
1972: Trail of Broken Treaties
1973: Wounded Knee Incident
1990: NAGPRA
2012: Idle No More Movement
2016: #NoDAPL Encampment of Water
Protectors
2020: McGirt v. Oklahoma: Statehood did not
negate treaties, only Congress can

Listen to Indigenous People -- Resources
This document is a start, but the best way to learn about Native people is from Native people.
Here’s some suggestions to get started:
Watch:

-Rutherford Falls (on Peacock)
-Reservation Dogs (Sterlin Harjo – Seminole/Muscogee Creek) on Hulu FX
-Films: directed by Native American Filmmakers: https://id.vice.com/en_uk/article/m7ab3b/movies-by-indigenous-filmmakers-stream-watchonline (I especially recommend Smoke Signals)
Other suggestions: https://wtop.com/gallery/entertainment/movies-to-watch-on-nativeamerican-heritage-day/

Listen to Podcasts:
-https://www.powwows.com/my-favorite-native-american-podcasts/
-I highly recommend All My Relations, This Land, and Missing & Murdered.
Watch YouTube:
-The 1491s: https://www.youtube.com/user/the1491s
-You’re Welcome America: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlSzjYybYlg&t=1s
-Native Youtubers (it’s a young people thing): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xa0iFjQ5oAw
Follow on Twitter:
-https://www.animikii.com/news/diversify-your-twitter-feed-with-these-indigenous-voices
-IllumiNative: https://twitter.com/_illuminatives?lang=en
Contemporary Fiction Writers:
https://www.oprahdaily.com/entertainment/g34483103/native-american-authors/
Contemporary Nonfiction Writers:
University of Minnesota Press Books: https://www.upress.umn.edu/disciplines/nativeamerican-and-indigenous-studies#c5=all&b_start=0

